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Lings_P5_M6: Autosegmental Analysis of Lexical Tone 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In Module 25 of Paper1, you were introduced to tone as a prosodic phenomenon, how it is 

represented traditionally and acoustically, its types, and some phenomena, such as 

downstepping and upstepping, that are found in tonal languages. In the last module, you 

were introduced to the main features of non-linear phonology. You saw that Autosegmental 

Phonology (AP, for short), which is one of the two major sub-theories of non-linear 

phonology, arose as a solution to the problem of the representation of tone in tonal 

languages. You saw how the developments within AP have led to a deeper understanding of 

autosegmentalism and opened up new ways of deriving phonological forms. In the present 

module, we take a close look at the analysis of tone in AP.  

6.2 Autosegmental analysis of tone 

Tones are prosodic phenomena that share some properties with segmental phenomena. 

One of them is that tones also alternate like segments, a scan be seen in (6/1): 

 (6/1) Mende 

    mba‘rice’ hu‘in’   mba-hu‘in rice’ 
         /\                   |      | 
       L  H         L    H 

 

As (6/1) shows, the noun mba has the contour LH tone in isolation. But in the complex form 

it has L. The change is like an affricate /ʧ/changing to a fricative [s]. The processes of tonal 

change thus need to be described with an explanatory theory. 

Another feature that tones share with segments is that they too have coarticulatory 

constraints. Just as some languages have cooccurence constraints such as two vowels 

cannot be adjacent in a sequence, tones also can have cooccurrencey constraints, for 

instance, two adjacent tones must be different, as, for example, in (6/2): 

 (6/2) Margi tones (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977: 43)  

  a  ɡʱà  ɡu    →  á  ɡʱà  ɡú ‘you reach’ 

  a  hú  ɡu    → à  hú  ɡù  ‘you take’  
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Notice that the underlying form has the roots /ɡʱà/ ‘reach’ and  /hú/  have low and high tones 

respectively. In the derived complex forms the prefixes /a/ and /hu/ take the tone that differs 

from the roots. Can you generalize the pattern of the placement of tones in the two words as a 

coarticulatory constraint?  

Apart from the features of alternation and coarticulatory constraints that tones share with 

segments there are many features of tones that are different from segments. Yip (2002) 

lists the following features that are not found in segments and that require a non-linear 

account; 

(6/3) Main features of tone (Yip 2002:65)  

 

  Mobility: Movement away from the point of origin 

  Stability: Survival after loss of original host segment 

  One-to-many: A single tonal feature shared by two or more segments 

Many-to-one: Multiple tonal features surfacing on a single host segment 

Toneless segments: Potentially tone-bearing segments that never acquire 

phonological tone.  

Yip illustrates these features of tones with examples from tonal languages. We produce 

some examples from her and from other sources. 

Mobility 

Recall from a discussion of stress in English in Module 25 in Paper 1, primary stress can be 

shifted from one syllable in a word to another following word-formation, for example, 

ˈlibrary/ liˈbrarian, ˈnational / naˈtionality, ˈsimpliˌfy / ˌsimplifiˈcation. These examples show 

that stress in English has mobility, it is not fixed on a given syllable. Similar to stress, tone 

also shows mobility. In the Bantu language Chizigula, the root /lombez/ ‘to request’ has H 

stress on the first syllable- /lómbez/.  But this stress is not fixed on a given syllable. When 

the word is used to form longer words, it is noticed that the stress is always placed on the 

penultimate syllable (in /lómbez/, too, it is in fact penultimate from the right): 

 (6/4)   ku-lombéz-a  ‘to request’ 

   ku-lombez-éz-a ‘to request for’ 

   ku-lombez-ez-án-a ‘to request for each other’ 
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How can tonal mobility be accounted for? A way to do this is to assume that the word 

/lombez/ is accompanied by an independent H tone, that is not fixed to a vowel, but that is 

free. It gets associated to the penultimate syllable at the end of the derivation. The process 

of deriving the H tone in the words in (6/4) can be shown thus: 

 (6/5)  

 H   H    H    H 

Lombez ku-lombez-a  ku-lombez-ez-a ku-lombez-ez-an-a 

The underlying forms in (6/5) undergo tonal association, following the geral rule about the 

H tone being associated with the penultimate vowel, as in (6/6): 

 (6/6) 

 

 
 
               H   H   H    H 
  

 
 
Lombez ku-lombez-a ku-lombez-ez-a ku-lombez-ez-an-a 

 
 

The representations in (6/6) are shown on the surface as in (6/7) 

 (6/7) 

 [lómbez] [ku-lombéz-a] [ku-lombez-éz-a] [ku-lombez-ez-án-a] 

 

Stability 

This is the best known characteristic of tonal systems and one that has been at the crux of 

the argument for the autosegmental representation of tone. In Etsako, a language spoken in 

Nigeria, vowels are not allowed to occur adjacently, following a general constraint against 

hiatus. When on account of word-formation two vowels co-occur (with the preceding word 

ending in a vowel and the following word begining in a vowel), the preceding vowel is 

deleted. This is commonly found in reduplicated nouns, as in /ówà / ‘house’ → /ówà ówà/ 

→ [ówŏwà] ‘every house’.  
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Notice that the tone of the first vowel in its second occurrence in the reduplicated word has 

changed from an L tone to a contour LH or rising tone. What is the explanation for this 

change? The explanation comes from the notion of stability of the tones: Even if the vowel 

is deleted, its tone remains (6/9) and associates with the following vowel (6/10), as shown 

below. 

 (6/8) 

   

 

 

 

 

 (6/9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 (6/10)  

  

 

  

 

 

The surface form [ówŏwà] thus represents the result of the derivation of the reduplicated form 

/ówà ówà/. Whereas the example of the derivation of mobility simply required associating the H 

tone to a vowel in the penultimate position, the above example of derivation of stability involves 

two processes: one deleting the association that existed between the L tone and the middle vowel 

 
H       L    H      L 
 
O  w  a    o  w  a 
 

 
H       L    H      L 
 
O  w        o  w  a 
 

 
H       L    H      L 
 
O  w        o  w  a 
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/a/, and re-associating the L tone to the rightward vowel /o/ which already is associated to the H 

tone. The result of the re-association is a contour tone LH or rising tone on the middle vowel /o/.  

Exercise: 

Look at the following autosegmental representation (6/11) for a form in Hausa, involving 

contraction. Account for it in terms of tonal stability. 

 

 
(6/11) 
                    Hausa contraction 
 
                    t aa baa ni        taa ban      ‘she gave (it) to me’ 
          |      |      |    →      |     /\ 
                       H     H     L            H   HL 

 
 

One-to-many 

A common property of tone is that it can spread over a sequence of syllables. In 

agglutinative or fusional type languages, it is roots which contain a tone, affixes don’t. Thus 

on account of word-formation when affixes are added to roots, the tone of the root spreads 

to the affixes. The phenomenon is also called tone spreading. In Module 26 in Paper 1, we 

saw how the spreading operation takes place in Shona, an African language: 

 (6/12) 

Root (H) + Aff(H)+Aff(H)+Aff(H) 

Root (L) + Aff(L)+Aff(L)+Aff(L) 

The suffixes –es, -er and –a in Shona have either a high tone or a low tone, depending on the 

tone in the root, e.g. téng-és-á ‘sell’,  èrèŋ-ès-{ ‘make read’. 

One-to-many aspect of tonal representation may involve not only spreading a tone to other 

syllables that lack tone, but also change of tone of a syllable to that of an adjacent tone. The 

following examples from the languages Vai and Bade (Yip 2002: 69) illustrate this: 

 (6/13) 

 Vai:   /mùsú  nááì/  → /mùsù  nááì/   ‘four women’  

 Bade:  /nən  kàtáw/   →  /nən  kátáw/    ‘I returned’ 
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In Vai, Low spreads to the following syllable (which had a High tone underlyingly), and in 

Bade High spreads to the following syllable (which had a Low tone underlyingly).   

Many-to-one 

The examples on tonal stability represented in (6/10) from Etsako and in (6/11) from 

Hausa, both illustrate the feature of many-to-one association of tones to segments. A single 

vowel can be associated to two register tones on it, yielding a contour tone. The problem of 

accounting for contour tones was the original motivation for Autosegmental phonology, as 

was discussed in Module 5. 

Toneless vowels 

Tone languages may have syllables/ vowels that can bear tone, but that remain toneless. 

This is typically found in affixes. Thus, in Mandarin (Yip 2002: 71), the tones H and L are 

specified, but certain suffixes, such as /-de/ ‘POSS’ and /-ɡe/ ‘Classifier’ are without tone.  

Among Indic languages, Meitei (Meiraba 2015) has two tones- a High register tone and F 

contour tone, found specified on roots. But most suffixes are not specified for tone, and 

remain toneless, such as /-pə/ ‘NOM”, /-i/ ‘IND’ and –u/ ‘IMP’, as in (6/13)  

 (6/13) 

 p t.pə 'soft.NOM' 

  k.i 'lick.IND' 

h k.u 'eat.IMP' 

Floating tone 

One of the most interesting features of tone that finds an easy account in autosegmental 

phonology is a Floating Tone in some languages. A floating tone is a tone that is not linked 

to a vowel, but which nonetheless has a presence on a neighbouring vowel. For example, in 

the language, Mixtec (Odden 1994:312), spoken in Southern Mexico, some words, such as 

kēē ‘will eat’and tàká ‘all’ do not affect the tone on the following syllable, but others, such as 

kēē ‘wi   go away’ and máá ‘that (DEM PRON)’, do, as can be seen in (6/14): 

 (6/14) 

  kēē sùcí ‘the chi d wi   eat’ kēē súcí ‘the chi d wi   go away’ 

 taka sùcí ‘a   the chi dren’ máá súcí  ‘that chi d’ 
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As Odden shows, the data in (6/14) can be explained as owing to the presence of a floating H 

tone in the words which lead to a change in the tone of the following vowel. The words are 

represented as in (6/15): 

 (6/15) 

 

 

  MM    MMH   L  H                HH H 

 

            

 

                      k  e e             k e e  t a k a  m a a  

 

                  ‘will eat’          ‘wi   go away’         ‘all’          ‘that (DEM PRON)’ 

              

 
 

 

Main features of Autosegmental Phonology  

The discussion of autosegmental phonology in the last module and of some of the specific 

features of tone in the present module strongly supports the representation of tone on a 

separate tier from segments, schematically presented in (6/16), where T stands for Tone 

and X stands for segments 

 (6/16) 

  (a)  T  T T T T  (b) T   

      

     X    X     X    X   X 

The representation in (a) shows that tonal and segmental tiers can have one-to-one and 

many-to-one relations.  The tonal tier can also have a tone without any association with the 

segmental tier. The representation in (b) shows that the tonal tier and the segmental tier 

can additionally have one-to-many relation. The segmental tier can also have segments 

without any association with the tonal tier. The representations also imply the need to 

address issues of unlinked autosegments.  The theory of autosegmental phonology thus 

provides principled ways of accounting for the specific aspects of tonal behavior. Note that 

tones, as has been noted in the literature, share most features of segmental behavior and 

additionally have features that are specific to tones. With a hindsight, it can be said that the 
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theory of autosegmental phonology that was proposed to describe the various features of 

tone, such as stability and mobility, among others, can thus be expected to be a theory that 

encompasses the description of both tones and segments.  Indeed, that is how it came to be. 

In the next few modules we will see how autosegmental phonology provides a theoretical 

framework in which to explain the autosegmental behavior of prosodic as well as 

segmental phenomena. However, before we go on to elaborate on the different aspects of 

autosegmentalism in phonology, it is necessary to briefly introduce ourselves to the 

notation as well as conventions of phonological derivation in an autosegmental analysis 

Notation 

The different autosegments are assumed to be connected to each other by means of 

association lines. The minimal technical machinery involved different types of association 

lines and figures. 

 (6/17) 

 Solid line: denotes a lexically given association between autosegments. 

 Broken line: denotes association between autosegments by derivation. 

 Crossed solid line , e.g. ǂ , denotes dissociation between autosegments. 

Circle around a symbol, ®, indicates the deletion of the symbol.  

 We can now turn to see how the various aspects of tonal behavior can be represented 

using the notation in (6/17). 

 (6/18)   

 (a) 

 ténɡ-és-á  ‘sell’   èrèŋ-ès-à  ‘make read’ 

  H     L 

  

tenɡ-es-a   ereŋ-es-a 

 →  
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 (b) 

 H    L 

  

tenɡ-es-a   ereŋ-es-a 

  

(6/19) 

  

 
(6/19) 
                    Hausa contraction (‘she gave (it) to me’) 
 
                    t aa baa ni       t aa baa ni            taa ban       
          |      |      |    →    |      |      ǂ     →       |    / 
                       H     H     L         H     H     L              H  H    L 

 
 

The derivational representations of the data discussed around (6/12) for Shona, and 

around (6/11) for Hausa show how the notation using solid lines, crossed lines and dotted 

lines derives autosegmental representations of forms by specifying lexically given 

autosegments, dissociation of autosegments and  re-association of autosegments, 

respectively. These were also employed to explain the data from Etsako for tonal stability 

in (6/8)- (6/10).   

Tone Bearing Units  

So far, we have discussed the behavior of tones as autosegments in relation to the 

segmental tier without going into the question of the units that bears the tone, or, in other 

words, the Tone Bearing Unit (TBU). TBU is the within the word to which a tone is 

associated. Phonologists have argued for different units- the entire syllable, the mora, the 

vowel- to be the TBU in languages. Yip (2002: 73) discusses the various conditions under 

which it can be decided which type of unit is the TBU- the segment, the syllable or the 

mora. Thus, if a segment such as a nasal or a plosive (as in Meitei) draws a tone in the coda 

position, but not in the onset position, then the segment cannot be the TBU. If the number 

of tones varies with the number of morae in a syllable (that is, a monomoraic syllable has 

one tone, but a bimoraic syllable has two tones), then the mora is the TBU. Finally, if every 

syllable has a tone in a language, irrespective of its weight (heavy or light), the syllable is 

the TBU in the language. Within the syllable, however, the experimentally accepted view 
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today is that the onset plays no role in the realization of tones, and that the rime of the 

syllable is the most common unit functioning as the TBU in languages. 
 

Well-formedness conditions  

In addition to the notation introduced above, autosegmental representations for tones are also 

subject to Well-formedness conditions, first put forward by Goldsmith (1976). These are stated 

below. 

 (6/20)  

1) All vowels (or TBUs) are associated with at least one tone. 

2) All tones are associated with at least one vowel (or TB).  

3) Association precedes one-to-one, left-to-right. 

4) Association lines may not cross. 

Of the four WFCs, the first three are weak constraints that are found to be violated, but the last 

one is inviolable. It can be seen to work as in (6/21): 

 (6/21) 

     *   L     H 

  

           X1  X2 X3  

A representation such as (6/21) in which the association line of H tone crosses the 
association line of L tone is not permissible in the grammar. The issue is relevant from the 
point of view of the nature of representation of autosegments. These although occur on 
different tiers, but when they are associated, they are pronounced as one unit. As 
phonological units they are organized in the dimension of time. Thus if a TBU X1 precedes 
another TBU X2, the pronunciation of X1 precedes the pronunciation of TBU X2. A n 
association line crossing another implies that the pronunciation of the following TBU 
overlaps the pronunciation of the preceding TBU. The L tone in (6/21) both precedes and 
follows the H tone. This is as illogical as it can get.  

To illustrate the working of the No Crossing Line constraint, let us see how a word from 
Luganda, such as bá-ɡù -á  ‘they buy’, with identical tones separated by  another tone, will 
be represented. (Note that the final H tone in the word is assigned on account of a general 
process in Luganda of the assignment of H tone at the right edge of a prosodic boundary.) 
Given two possible ways to represented it, namely, (6/22 a) and (6/22 b), only (6/22b) is 
permitted. 
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(6/22)  a)      *   L     H  b) H    L    H 

      

                bá-ɡù -á   bá-ɡù -á 

 

What happens to a tone that remains unassociated to a TBU? The convention is that a floating 

tone is disallowed on the surface. If it persists on the surface, it is deleted.  

The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) 

The autosegmental account of tone is found to be subject to a principle known as Obligatory 

Contour Principle or OCP, for short. The term was first used by Leben in his analysis of Mende 

tones and accepted and widely invoked. According to OCP, adjacent identical tones are 

disallowed. Thus, the tonal sequences in (6/23 b) are okay, but in (6/23a) are not. 

 (6/23)  a)  *H H, *L L, *H H H b)  H L, L H, H L H, L H L  

 

As a consequence of the OCP, if consecutive syllables have identical H tones, the syllables are 

assumed to be associated to a single H tone, as in the examples from Mende (6/24): 

 (6/24)  

     H     H  

p ɛˊ  ɛˊ  ‘house’ kɔˊ ‘war’  

   L        L 

b ɛˋ l ɛˋ  ‘trouserss’ kpà 

      H   L    H   L 

    

kénjà               mbû ‘war’ 
 
 
OCP is interpreted as a markedness principle, that is, as a principle that is commonly found 
at work in a large number of cases, but not necessarily in all cases.  
 
Many processes in tonal languages have been shown (e.g. Odden 1997) to be triggered by 
the OCP, such as deletion and movement of tones. For lack of space, we will postpone the 
discussion of these processes to a later module.  
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Summary  

In the present module, we began with observing the characteristic features of tone that 

need to be explicated by a phonological theory, and then tried to apply the autosegmental 

phonology to the description of tones. A brief introduction to the notation and well-

formedness conditions in autosegmental phonology was presented with a view to 

supporting the description of tone in the framework of the theory. We ended with a brief 

discussion of the Obligatory Contour Principle as a markedness principle introduced by 

autosegmental phonology. For lack of space we will look for occasion to discuss some of the 

processes that are triggered by OCP. 

 

 


